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Abstract
Due to the increasing complexity of system engineering and market constraints, space organizations developing
software and systems are forced to define, deploy, and evolve highly efficient and integrated processes that address
aspects such as distributed development in multi-organizational, multi-disciplinary, and sometimes multi-national
settings. Often, such organizations are confronted with a lack of standardized and harmonized interfaces that would
allow smooth integration of different types of processes (such as development and validation processes as well as
processes across organizational or cultural boundaries). In addition, such organizations typically have to adhere to
several regulatory constraints and standards with their processes. Due to the lack of harmonization between domains,
processes, process standards, and nations, the need to integrate contributions from different disciplines (system
engineering, software, hardware, economics) in a system development project makes collaboration even more difficult.
The effectiveness of such processes is therefore significantly reduced. Usually, organizations collaborate today by
adapting their own processes and work products project by project. This is a costly way of collaboration. This article
describes how to effectively integrate processes for multi-organizational projects. Based on a description of fundamental
process modeling approaches, different integration levels for collaboration are described and a roadmap is shown on
how to smoothly improve this integration. In addition, advanced integration support with respect to process variability is
sketched.
1. Introduction
Software and system development efforts increasingly depend on multi-organizational and multi-discipline collaboration.
Contributions from development sites, units, and teams with diverse backgrounds, such as different disciplines, languages,
countries, cultures, organizational cultures, development approaches, and work processes need to be harmonized in an
efficient way. In addition, legal and organizational boundaries from subcontracting relationships aggravate the
collaboration. One major challenge is to enable effective and efficient collaboration of multi-disciplinary and
multi-company teams to develop software-dependent systems (such as the space systems).
In their efforts, the different cooperating entities (such as contractors and subcontractors) need to adhere to different
regulatory constraints and standards, for instance the level 2-standards ECSS E-40B or ECSS-Q80B for European
Ground Segment Space Applications. In addition, companies usually have their own, company-specific processes and
procedures that are partially derived from country-specific constraints (e.g., English companies might use a
company-specific model that is compliant to PRINCE2).
Hence, multi-organizational development projects are confronted with problems and productivity losses because the
development process standards and regulatory constraints are not aligned, the interfaces are not clear and explicit, and the
underlying concepts of the standards are not compatible and clear. One important consequence is that in many
cooperation projects, significant efforts are necessary at the beginning to define integrated procedures and processes for
cooperation from scratch every time. This reduces the effectiveness gains that stem from distributing work to specialized
development units.
For setting up a common process for collaboration, often, an ad hoc combination of the existing procedures, processes,

and standards is chosen. This, however, has several disadvantages:
•

Missing methodological support: A systematic method for the integration guaranteeing the correctness,
consistency, accuracy, etc. of the resulting process is missing. This leads to inappropriate and suboptimal
processes. In addition, it is not ensured that the best suited process artifacts will be selected.

•

Missing adjustment: The customization to application domains, company cultures, legal aspects, etc. is usually
not incorporated appropriately.

•

Increased cost and effort: The ad hoc definition of process integration procedures results in increased
time-to-market and high costs. This is also worsened by the fact that developers need to get familiar with the
new processes every time and cannot profit from a learning curve.

Besides the process, several other technologies and mechanisms support the integration of multi-organizational and
multi-disciplined work. Examples are computer-supported cooperative work tools (i.e., CSCW [Grundin et al., 1996]),
communication infrastructures, and CASE environments that support distributed development. The process can be seen
as a fundamental basis for coordinating collaborative work. All other integration approaches can be included in a process.
One primary aim for organizations involved in space-related software development should therefore be to look for
solutions to improve collaboration on the basis of efficiently integrated processes.
2. Process Integration Levels
In analogy to the integration of software components, where different integration types and mechanisms exist (e.g., data
coupling, control flow coupling, common interface definitions), different levels of process integration exist. Besides the
ad-hoc cooperation level that is characteristic for organizations operating without formalized procedures and defined
interfaces, the following levels can be defined:
Process Integration Level 1: Process Instance Level. On this level, organizations typically operate multi-organization
cooperation projects mainly in the context of project management activities. This includes, for instance, arrangements
with respect to produced and consumed products between cooperation partners, control flows, milestones, quality gates,
synchronization points, or activities on the “process instance” level. On this level, project participants typically do not
have insights into the processes of their partners. Typical organizations on this level are SMEs (i.e., small and
medium-sized enterprises) and contracting organizations (e.g., public authorities, automotive OEMs). Potential benefits
of the cooperation mechanisms on this level are: 1) project risk reduction by mutual understanding of interfaces, 2) good
suitability for organizations that start multi-organization projects, 3) support for better negotiation, 4) support for better
project controlling, 5) harmonization on the level of project management processes, 6) reduced communication overhead,
7) better adherence to the project objectives.
Process Integration Level 2: Process Model Level. On this level, organizations typically operate multi-organization
cooperation projects by harmonizing their engineering processes (such as requirements engineering, testing). This level
reveals the relevant internal working processes to the project partner for better overall project optimization, e.g., in
iterative or interweaved processes for software-based systems development. Achieving this level requires that sufficient
cooperation mechanisms on the process instance level are already implemented. Typical organizations on this level are
medium and large organizations that repeatedly cooperate in multi-company consortia; especially organizations that
already have (or are forced to have) a defined process (e.g., organizations that have to comply to CMMI level 3 and
higher, space standards, FDA regulations, process governance). Potential benefits of the cooperation mechanisms are: 1)
harmonization on the level of project engineering/technical processes (e.g., design), 2) better controlling of
subcontractors based on process performance indicators, 3) possibility to demonstrate compliance to process standards, 4)
more effective coupling of engineering/technical processes, 5) more reliable tailoring of processes with respect to process
standards, 6) possible process improvement of the overall development process. In addition, the benefits of process
instance level cooperation mechanisms apply here.

Process Integration Level 3: Meta Model Level. On this level, organizations typically describe and manage their
processes for cooperation by harmonizing their process architectures, process notations, and the process management
approach (see also [Verlage and Münch, 1997]). This means that the meta model [Goldmann et al., 1999] for the process
description (such as SPEM) as well as meta processes (such as process evolution) are harmonized. This level requires that
cooperation mechanisms on the project and process levels are already implemented. Typical organizations on this level
are large-scale industry organizations or long-term established cooperation consortia. Benefits of the cooperation
mechanisms are: 1) effective management of process engineering across organizations, 2) more effective tailoring
mechanisms, 3) more effective documentation mechanisms, 4) facilitation of more effective compliance to standards, 5)
higher process automation by using joint process engines or workflow management tools. In addition, the benefits of
process instance and process model level cooperation mechanisms apply here.
3. Process Integration Roadmap
Based on experience from the development of several multi-organizational process definition programs the following
steps can be recommended for improving process integration:
1.

Process investigation or process assessment: Process assessments can be used in order to identify process
areas that have weaknesses or are not defined. Typically, best practice collections are used as benchmarks. For
instance, ISO/IEC 15504 or its specialization for the space domain could be used.
Output: Assessment results including a list of recommendations for process improvement.

2.

Process management scoping: The area of process management activities should be defined and clear goals
for these activities should be defined. As an example, the area could be the interface processes between
contractors and subcontractors and the goal could be to reduce rework effort caused by communication
problems at these interfaces.

Depending on the current degree of process integration, the following steps can be performed subsequently:
3.

Integration on the process instance level: A process for planning and negotiation of cooperation in
multi-disciplinary and multi-company teams (based on harmonizing key work products at the interface
between stakeholders, shared terminology, and synchronization approaches) should be established.

4.

Process management organization: An organizational unit (such as a software engineering process group)
needs to be institutionalized, which is responsible for all process management activities (such as process
evolution, provision of tailoring guidelines, process documentation, organization of process trainings).
Process deployment can fail especially if an organization does not put enough emphasis on the promotion of
process models and the infrastructure needed for process deployment (see also [Sheard, 2003]). Early results
from a multi-case study conducted at Nokia clearly show the importance of a stable and well implemented
infrastructure for process deployment [Raffo et al., 1999].

5.

Integration on the process model level: An approach for mapping process models in multi-disciplinary and
multi-company projects for repeatable cooperation in subsequent projects with much less lead time and effort
losses for initial process harmonization should be established. This includes activities such as descriptive
process modeling [Becker et al., 1997], process model analysis, and process coupling.

6.

Integration on the meta model level: A meta model that allows organizations to effectively customize and
integrate processes by harmonizing the process notations and process management procedures should be
established.

7.

Continuous improvement: The processes should be analyzed during execution and potential improvement
options should be identified. Well-established approaches supporting continuous improvement are

Goal-Oriented Measurement (with GQM [Basili and Weiss, 1984]) and the Quality Improvement Paradigm
(QIP) [Basili et al., 1994]. A feedback loop needs to use the findings for process optimization.
Depending on the maturity of an organization, step 3 is often already in place. However, the integration is usually not
explicitly described and several activities need to be done on this level. Typically, organizations already have processes in
place that cannot easily be changed. Therefore, we recommend conducting step 4 before step 5. However, sometimes step
4 and step 5 can be combined if all processes are going to be defined from scratch or redesigned.
4. Outlook
System and software engineering processes in the space domain are complex, creative and critical for developing high
dependability software. In particular, they need to be defined in a way that they can be tailored to varying contexts (such
as technologies, organizational characteristics, project constraints) without losing process quality and compliance to
standards. This requires an enhanced tailoring concept and, as a consequence, a deep understanding of the variabilities of
a process [Ocampo et al., 2005]. In the product domain, the software product line engineering approach allows for
effective reuse of software artifacts. Software processes should be managed in a similarly systematic way, i.e., proactive
development of integrated reusable processes and an organizational framework that institutionalizes the process
management activities need to be established. Applying such concepts also to multi-organizational projects is a
challenging but necessary task for the future.
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